
Hello, Mapper!
In your hands are the tools you’ll 
need to master aging gracefully, on 
your own terms.

not your parents’ aging plan
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We plan for so many small things in our life, but don’t devote the 
same energy to our quality of life as we age. No amount of exercise, 
kale, or fish oil will prevent us from getting older, but we still give 
aging the silent treatment. 

This kit can help you think about the things that are important to 
you as you age. Use it to think of life 10, 20, 30, 40 (etc...) years from 
now. Use it to put concrete plans in motion, or just think through 
what you want for the future. 

Fill these out with sticky notes so your responses can evolve!

Aging is not a disease

DISCOVER

Ready to start?

PREPARE

SHARE

Take your time exploring through the following 4 phases:

DISCOVER
Use the provided cards or stories to think about 
different approaches to aging. Uncover new attiudes 
and ideas to find inspiration for yourself. 

Look for people who refuse to relinquish citizenship 
in the world and push back against all the 
stereotypes that characterized former generations 
of olders.

People whose approach to aging I admire 

Things that make me feel the most “me” Things I wish were different about the way we think about 
aging.

How would I like to continue my professional life?

What do i want my day to day life to look like? Who do I 
want to interact with?



PREPARE

Take inventory of the assets and skills I already have. 

Future Me
A vision I have for myself in the future:

SHARE What are the barriers to getting everyone on the same 
page?

Form your team
People I can rely on throughout my life: How I can work through those challenges:

Time to put that vision into action.

Establishing a health care proxy, living will, and 
power of attorney cover the basics, but won’t give 
guarantee the life I want. 

You can’t anticipate every scenario, but you can put 
a basic plan on paper. 

Do I want to continue living in my current home? if yes, 
what changes need to be made? If no, what do I want?

Am I financially prepare to support my ideal life? 

Everyone procrastinates on uncomfortable 
conversations, but the earlier you can have them, 
the better. Let everyone know what you want before 
there is a crisis, so you’re in control

Have I looked at care options in my area? Independent 
living, care givers, family, or community living?

What can I be doing to stay healthy longer?


